Arena Event
Class 1 ~ 60cm
Class 2 ~ 75cm
Class 3 ~ 90cm
Class 4 ~ 1m
£15 entry fee
£20 late entry fee
Arena Event Rules:
The competition will follow the approximate format of a One Day Event and will be run on grass.
Dress code will be as for show jumping.
The result will be decided on the lowest penalties, nearest to the optimum time.
Jumping will be on grass and all show jumps will knock down, but the cross country jumps will be
fixed.
The first phase will be coloured show jumps and include six to eight fences with up to two combinations. The second phase will be fixed cross country jumps and include six to eight fences, including one double.
There will be an overall optimum time and after the first phase the competitor will go straight on to
the second phase, even if they have faults, but not if they are eliminated.
Jumping Penalties:
Show jumping:
knock down = 4 penalties
1st disobedience = 4 penalties
2nd disobedience = 8 penalties
3rd disobedience = Elimination
1st fall of competitor = 8 penalties
2nd fall of competitor, 1st fall of horse, exceeding time limit, error of course, retaking an obstacle
already jumped = Elimination, when the competitor must leave the arena.
Cross Country:
1st disobedience = 20 penalties
2nd disobedience at same obstacle = 40 penalties
3rd disobedience at same obstacle = Elimination
5 accumulated disobediences = Elimination
1st fall of rider = 65 penalties
2nd fall of competitor, 1st fall of horse, exceeding time limit, error of course, retaking an obstacle
already jumped = Elimination, when the competitor must leave the arena.
Every second over the optimum time = 1 penalty.
Entries:
Horses may be entered in two classes only. Entry is online through Equoevents. Entries close on
Saturday 7th April, late entries are available until Tuesday 10th at an extra charge. No refunds after
Saturday 7th. In the event of cancellation, an administration fee of £5 will be kept.
Times will be available through Equoevents, our fb page and by phoning 01577 830349 after 6pm
on Thursday 12th April.

